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Comedians Plan To Save The World
Summary
Award winning Comedian Nicholas Johns and special guests will be appearing
live here in ………………. to help raise fund for ……………………….. on
…………….20XX.
Nick’s comedy routine is more than just a twisted & edgy ‘LIVE’ comedy
performance. His comedy fundraising show is part of a business model that raises
funds for local community organisations, and the left over profits generated go
towards his main fundraising concept, which he has recently executed online to
help save lives and protect our environment. Nicks said “I took my anger &
frustration that I had for our messed up society to the stage and then designed a
plan to fix it all - permanently”.
Body
Brisbane, AU. Since the Brisbane floods & the Christchurch earthquakes, New Zealand
born, Australian based stand up comedian Nicholas Johns, has been designing a unique
business strategy created specifically to fundraise for global crisis situations. Nick said
he is excited because his business model completely reverses the age old system of
asking for donations to support a good cause, instead this offers 3 popular benefits. 1.
It’s free 2. It saves money 3. You could win big, plus it’ll leave people with a great feeling
inside, acquired from helping others in need – effortlessly & for free.
Nick said, “because is free, almost effortless and available globally to anyone with
Internet access; the amount of money we can raise is limited only by the human desire
to make it work and my ability to get the word out about it.
Because Award winning comedian Nick Johns depleted most of his own funds
throughout the development stages of his life-saving concept he had to find a way to
raise capital and running fundraising shows for local community organisations seemed
like a good idea. Now he tours to raise capital, while helping the community to raise
funds too. His new show is aptly called ‘The Comedian and His Plan To Save The
World, which will be here in ……………………[location] at …………………….[venue] on
…………………………………..[date]…………………………raising funds

for………………..[your organization].

Nick said “although I have a couple of awards to say I’m funny, I’m a big believer in the
saying, you’re only as good as your last show, which I guess makes me funny today,
because my last show was great fun, but you never know, laughs Nick. “I’m known for
being edgy and pushing boundaries on stage, but also for being a reliable comedian”.
My act is a quirky contradiction of who I am, that’s how I keep it fun & fresh every night”.
To see Nick’s online strategy to save the world, visit: www.cashdupp.com.au. But to see
him live at this fundraising comedy night, contact ………………………for tickets or visit
www.thecomedyempire.com.au, or be at the ……………………………on the
………………………..20XX.
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